
Suggested Equipment 
Motor: 2216 900-1100KV
ESC: 20A
Propeller: 9-10 inch
Servos: 9g*4
Battery: 3s 2200-2600mAh
Radio≥4CH 

Speci�ication 
Wingspan: 1000mm 
Length: 820mm 
Flying Weight≈730g 

Accessories include

Power System（Optional）

Preparation Tool

A：wood sheets B1：steel wire pushrod
B2：cabon sheets C1：front landing gear
C2：middle landing gear D1-7：EPP sheets
E：screws,EZ-Connector,servo horn
F1：wireless remote switch (optional)
F2：JST extension wire G：wood sticks
H：propeller I：rubber band

How to Assemble
1.Paste the wood sheet A3 and A1 onto the D1 by foam 
glue,pay attention to aim at the preserved holes and put 
in the right direction.(paste the other side of D1 in same 
way)

2.Take down the wood sheet A2,A4 and A5,and assem-
ble as picture shown.(Do not glue them now)

3.Paste together the finished D1 and components from 
step 2,pay attention to the direction of wood sheets A4 
and A2.Adjust and paste by glue 502.
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4.Assemble the motor and front landing gear onto the 
A2 (as picture shown below),fix the motor with screws,-
fix the landing gear with screws and nuts,connect the 
landing gear arm with steel wire pushrod,which insert 
through the preserved hole on A4,and finally connect 
with the servo. 

6.Paste the D5 at the bottom of the fuselage by foam 
glue,and pull the JST connector out of the wood sheets.

7.Assemble the landing gear as per the bottom preserved 
hole,and fix with screws.

8.Assemble the tail reinforcement,and paste with glue 
502.

9.Paste the tail reinforcement at the tail of the fuselage 
by foam glue,and pull the JST connector out of the hole.

5.Paste the A6 onto the A5 by glue 502,and assemble the 
nuts in the preserved holes on the back side of the A5.
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10.Paste the vertical and horizontal tail D3 (as picture 
shown below)

11.Connect the both JST plug together respectively 
from tail wing and fuselage tail.

12.Paste the D7 in the middle of the fuselage,insert the 
push rod through the guiding tube,pull the tube through 
the D7 hole till fuselage tail;The right push rod comes 
out from the right side board and the Z-shape end face 
the tail.

13.Paste the A8 onto the D4,take care to aim the 
preserved hole,paste the D4 and tail wing onto the tail of 
the fuselage by foam glue;The left push rod comes out 
from the upper hole of the D4(as picture shown).
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14.Paste the D2 onto the head of the fuselage by foam 
glue,insert the wood sticks through the preserved hole 
of the cabin.

15.Install the servo inside the cabin,install the servo arm 
and EZ-connector,and connect the EZ-connector with 
push rod.

16.Install the horn on the horizontal and vertical 
tail,connect the servo horn with Z-shape push rod.

17.Paste together the wing D6,insert the carbon sheet in 
the preserved slot and fix by foam glue.

18.Install the servo arm,paste the servo into the 
preserved holes on the back of the wing by foam 
glue,and insert the servo wires into the slot.

19.Install the servo horn onto the aileron,install the 
EZ-connector onto the servo arm,plug the Z-shape push 
rod into the servo horn,the other end connect with 
EZ-connector.
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22.Fasten the wing with rubber band onto the fuselage.

Adjust the C.G, C.G is 66mm from the leading 
edge.Then start your flight.

C.G

≈66mm
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20.Install and fix the propeller onto the motor.

21.Connection diagram for remote switch,electronics and LED plugs.

*connection diagram for remote switch

This is the battery cabin at the bottom of the 
fuselage,you need to bind the battery by ribbon.

Set the remote switch signal on the 
second gear of any driving lever,move 
the driving lever could turn on or off the 
switch;Once connected,you could turn 
on or off the LED lights during flight.

F2（JST extension wire）

JST plug for 
connecting the wing.

connect with LED JST connector

connect with remote 
switch JST connector

connect the remote 
switch power  supply 
(12V) with battery

F1(remote switch)

remote switch

3S Battery
ESC

JST connector
balancing 
connector

LED strips

Rx.


